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55.1 INTRODUCTION

In this paper we present a simple connectionist model for the adaptive sensory-

motor loop involved in perceiving and producing speech. At the heart of the

production part lies an articulatory model which approximates the human vocal

tract through polygons and splines. Output of this model is the envelope of

the acoustic �lter function, realized by this vocal tract, which is comparable to

the spectrum of real speech segments. The goal of this research was to �nd a

learning method to train a multi-layer neural network to produce the correct

set of twelve articulatory parameters when given the spectrum of recorded real

speech (stationary vowels). The method introduced in this paper explicitly

makes use of a neural network categorization component. Through so-called

soft competitive learning it learns to gradually compress the responses to more

and more unitized categorical patterns. After a precategorization phase, during

which presented real speech patterns are classi�ed, the model starts to randomly

produce output signals. A goodness-of-�t measure, which can be computed

easily, is taken as the criterion whether the self-produced signal is close enough

to any of the known categories, and as the learning rate to adapt the weights

between the categorization layer and the output units.

55.2 THE ARTICULATORY MODEL

The used articulatory model implements a geometrical approximation of the

midsagittal image of the human vocal tract (Fig. 55.1). The tongue body is

approximated by a circle with variable center and radius. The other parts are
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Figure 55.1 The articulatory model

seen as straight lines or polygons. Each con�guration of the vocal tract can be

uniquely described with a set of twelve parameters. A grid of 25 intersecting

lines is used to compute the distances between upper and lower articulators.

From this distance pro�le the cross-sectional areas are computed. Then the

vocal tract is viewed as consisting of 24 tube segments which together behave

like a �lter. By computing the reection coe�cients at each border between

two segments (based on the areas), and LPC coe�cents, one can �nally arrive

at a set of frequency values representing the envelope of this �lter. These values

can be taken as corresponding to the speech signal produced by this model.

55.3 THE NEURAL NETWORK MODEL

The problem of teaching a network to produce the parameters of the artic-

ulatory model is an instance of the classical reinforcement learning problem

in motor control (see e.g. [5]). The idea behind our solution is based on the

follwing observations.

Learning should mainly be based on receiving external examples and on

monitoring the system's own performance (self-supervised learning).

The criterion for evaluating the error in order to make the system adapt

should not be what is similar in the physical world, but instead, what the

system perceives as similar.

The acquisition of sounds should be guided by recognizing that they can

be divided into several categories (the phonemes).

The chosen connectionist approach is depicted in �g. 55.2. The core part of the
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Figure 55.2 The overall connectionist architecture

network is a layer that performs soft competitive learning to categorize station-

ary speech signals in the frequency space presented at the input layer (25 units)

into distinct categories. The output layer consists of 12 units corresponding to

the input parameters of the articulatory model (appropriately scaled into values

in the range [0..1]). The next two subsections describe how learning is done.

55.3.1 Soft competitive learning

What distinguishes soft from regular competitive learning (such as [6, 2]) is

that the responses in this layer (called C-layer) initially are distributed. For

this a C-layer has full intralayer connections and operates with the interactive

activation rule ([4]). These connections are initialized with zero or small neg-

ative (inhibitory) weights. This achieves the well-known rich-get-richer e�ect

between units in this layer, which tends to strengthen highly active units and

weaken others. As in hard competitive learning, the winning (i.e. the most

highly active) unit is chosen and its connections are strengthened. In addition,

however, the other connections are also adapted. In mathematical terms, the

learning rules are implemented the following way.
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is the net input (the weighted sum) of the j-th unit in the C-layer.

The weight vector of the winner is moved toward the input vector (see [2]).

The two factors � and � are derived from the assumption that the non-winning

weight vectors should approach a vector orthogonal to the input. Both weight

and input vectors are normalized to length 1. Finally, intra-layer connections

increase their inhibitive e�ects through inverse Hebbian learning. This assures

that the �nal responses (after competition) are compressed.

55.3.2 Goodness-of-�t

The above learning rule assures that only input vectors close enough to the

learned prototype lead to a quasi-unitized response. Thus by quantifying how

unitized a pattern is we can easily derive a goodness-of-�t value g

p

indicating

how well a given input pattern p belongs to the class.
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where x

w

is the activation of the winner, x

r

that of the runner-up (the second-

highest activation); n is the number of units in the C-layer. The �rst part in

this formula reects the di�erence between the winner and the average of the

other activations in the C-layer. The second part ensures that indeed only a

single highly active unit leads to a large goodness-of-�t. Whenever g

p

reaches

a value above a threshold � the weights between the winner of the C-layer and

the output layer (denoted by v) are adapted according to the outstar rule ([3]),

using the di�erence between g

p

and � as an additional learning rate.
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The value of g

p

also controls the random component producing the articula-

tory parameters during the exploratory learning phase. After each successfully

categorized sound a few cycles are added where Gaussian noise is added to the

previous set of parameters, with a standard deviation indirectly proportional
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to g. The function of this learning scheme can be described as follows. First

randomly, then more and more guided by previously recognized phonemes, the

system continually produces speech signals. These signals are categorized by

the C-layer, which was trained on real speech. Whenever it hits one of the

categories, expressed by a large g, the weights between the winner and the

output are adapted, gradually associating it with the set of parameters which

produced the signal.

55.4 RESULTS

During categorization of external input the network was trained with 4 recorded

and Fourier transformed instances of each of 5 distinct German vowels. De-

pending on the number of units in the C-layer and the weight initialization

between 3 and 15 classes were learned. Of course, ideally �ve classes should be

learned. But as it turned out, these classes cannot be de�ned naturally through

Euclidean distance, pointing to the need of more complex preprocessing of the

speech data. For the sake of the experiments this was of no importance. In

the subsequent phase of exploratory self-supervised learning between 100 and

500 cycles were performed in each training task. The random generator was

controled as described above. After each trial with one random sound, �ve

more trials in the \neighborhood" (de�ned through the Gaussian noise) were

performed in each cycle. The parameters varied between learning tasks were

the threshold � and the number of pre-learned classes.

The network successfully learned to reproduce the prototypes of between 20

and 70 % of the classes it had recognized in the �rst phase. The higher �

the closer the reproduced signals were, due to the fact that only very good

�ts lead to adaptation. Also, the results were better when the number of pre-

learned classes was large, although this came with a lower overall percentage

of learned sounds. Two main reasons can be identi�ed why the results were

not better in these experiments. First, the articulatory model appears to be

still incapable of producing some of the desired sounds. Secondly, the problem

of non-uniqueness (two di�erent sets of parameters leading to the same signal)

cannot be solved in this simple network, leading to bad solutions where this is

the case. Nevertheless, the results demonstrate the validity of the core approach

of reinforcement learning based on soft categorization.

55.5 DISCUSSION

Among others, the approach is interesting for the following reasons. First, the
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criterion for goodness-of-�t is moved inside the model. In other words, the

network learns whenever it recognizes something as similar, and not when a

subjective distance measure in the physical signal is low. Secondly, the model

explains some psychological phenomena, such as the loss of sensitivity toward

subtle variations in sounds, once categorization has gone beyond a certain level.

In [1] a similar approach is described. There, also the importance of partially

compressed responses is stressed. Our approach di�ers from theirs in that it

is simpler and achieves a goodness-of-�t in a strictly feedforward manner, by-

passing the feedback necessary for resonance in ART. This might have negative

implications what stability of the categories is concerned, which however was

not our major concern in this work.
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